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Rare music and ballet cabinet card photographs of  the 19th Century, 
including some signed photographs of  composers. 

1. Edmond Brouette (Paris, 1857 - m. 19..)  
Cabinet card photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed and dated 1903 by the 
French opera impresario, who was also the director of  some important theaters such as the Théâtre de 
la Monnaie in Brussels and the Théâtre de la Porte Saint-Martin in Paris. Photograph by "H. Rentz & F. 
Schrader/St. Petersbourg”.                                                          € 50  
 



2. Alfred Bruneau (Paris, 1857 - ib., 1934) 
Cabinet card photograph of  the French composer and conductor. Photograph by “Pierre Petit” in 
Paris. Faded on the lower and upper margins. Mounted on cardboard but in good conditions.          € 50 

 



3. Ferruccio Busoni (Empoli, 1866 - Berlin, 1924) 
Photographic portrait with autograph signature, dated 1907 of  the Italian composer. Busoni is depicted 
sitting at the piano (13,5 x 8,5 cm).                 € 320  

 



4. Emmanuel Chabrier (Ambert, 1841 - Paris, 1894) 
Photographic portrait of  the French composer. (10,5 x 16 cm). Marked on the back "Photographie 
Bary Benque/Gauthier" in Paris.                                                  € 100 

 



5. Marcelle Dartois  
Cabinet card photographic portrait dated 1896 of  the French opera singer, whose real name was Marie 
Desportes. Photograph by Léopold-Émile Reutlinger in Paris.                                               € 60 

 



6. Vincent d’Indy (Paris, 1851 - ib., 1931) 
Cabinet-card photographic portrait of  the French composer and music teacher. (10 x 13,5 cm). 
Mounted on cardboard but in good conditions.                             € 70 

 



7. Louise von Ehrenstein (Vienna, 1867 - ib., 1944) 
Cabinet-card photographic portrait of  the Austrian soprano, celebrated Wagnerian singer, who created 
the leading role in the Legende von der heiligen Elisabeth  by Franz Liszt. Photograph by “Atelier Adèle” in 
Vienna.                      € 90 

 



8. August Enna (Nakskov, 1859 - Copenhagen, 1939) 
Rare carte-de-visite photograph of  the Danish composer of  Italian descents. Photograph by “[Sophus] 
Juncker-Jensen” in Copenhagen.                                                  € 50 

 



9. Max Erdmannsdörfer (Nuremberg, 1848 - Munich, 1905) 
Rare and fine cabinet portrait photograph with autograph signature and dedication (on the verso), 
dated Samdershauser 21. 9. 76 of  the German pianist, composer and conductor. Photograph by “Carl 
Kroh” in Vienna.                                                     € 150 

 



10. Stanislao Falchi (Terni, 1851 - Rome, 1922) 
Beautiful and rare cabinet-card photographic portrait with autograph signature of  the Italian 
composer and music teacher, director of  the Santa Cecilia Conservatory in Rome. Photograph by 
“Montabone” in Rome.                      € 150 

 



11. Charles Gounod (Paris, 1818 - Saint-Cloud, 1893) 
Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated 9 Avril 89 of  the French composer. 
(13 x 21,5 cm). Photograph by “Charles Chambon/Bordeaux”. Lightly faded.                                € 450 

 



12. Charles Gounod (Paris, 1818 - Saint-Cloud, 1893) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the French composer. (10,5 x 16,5 cm).                               € 100 

 



13. Charles Gounod (Paris, 1818 - Saint-Cloud, 1893) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the French composer. Photograph by the renown photographer 
Nadar in Paris.                                                      € 200 

 



14. Josef  Hofmann (Krakow, 1876 - Los Angeles, 1957) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the Polish pianist, child prodigy depicted here as a child. 
Photograph by the famous photographer Napoleon Sarony (1821-1896) in New York. No 
photographer mark on the verso.                                               € 150 

 



15. Ferdinand Hummel (Berlin, 1855 - ib., 1928) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the German harpist, pianist, conductor and composer. 
Photograph by “Loescher & Petsch” in Berlin.                                                € 100 

 



16. Engelbert Humperdinck (Siegburg, 1854 - Neustrelitz, 1921) 
Beautiful cabinet card photographic group portrait of  the German composer, here in company of  his 
wife, the librettist Hedwig (1862 - 1916) and two other gentlemen. On the verso an autograph 
musical quotation signed, with words, dated Bayreuth 97. Humperdinck pens one bar, presumably 
from his opera Königskinder (1897).                                                  € 350 

 



17. Engelbert Humperdinck (Siegburg, 1854 - Neustrelitz, 1921) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait with autograph signature and date 1899 of  the German 
composer. Photograph by “Carl Daiber” in Boppard.                                               € 250 

 



18. Václav Kaprál (Urcice, 1889 - Brno, 1947) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the Czech composer. Photograph by Atelier Elite in Prague. No 
photographer mark on the verso.                                                    € 50 

 



19. Auguste Kmunke (Vienna, 1859 - ib., 1937) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the Austrian dancer,  debutant at the Vienna Hofoper in 1878, 
wife to the writer and art collector Andreas Dillinger (1849-1919). Photograph by Atelier Adèle in 
Vienna.                                                         € 60 

 



20. Karel Komzák (Prague, 1850 - Baden, 1905) 
Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated Baden, September 1901 of  the 
Bohemian-born Viennese composer. Photograph by “Charles Scolik” in Vienna.                           € 140 

 



21. Edmund Kretschmer (Ostritz, 1830 - Dresden, 1908) 
Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated Dresden 1900 of  the German 
organist and composer. Photograph by “W[ilhelm] Höffert” in Dresden.                                        € 120 

 



22. Jan Kubelik (Prague, 1880 - ib., 1940)  
Cabinet photograph with autograph signature of  the Czech violinist and composer at a young age with 
his instrument. (4 x 6 ½ inch.) Photograph by Frank Wendt of  New Jersey. In fine condition.       € 180 
 



23. Jan Kubelík (Michle, 1880 - Prague, 1940) 
Photographic portrait with autograph signature of  the Czech violinist at a young age. Photograph by 
“Otto Becker u. [Heinrich] Maass” in Berlin. (8,5 x 12,5 cm).                                              € 150 
 



24. Ernst Kunwald (Vienna, 1868 - ivi, 1939) 
Cabinet-card photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed and dated Berlin 9/4 1912 of  
the Austrian conductor, long time conductor of  the Cincinnati Orchestra, where he conducted the first 
Gustav Mahler US performances.                € 100 
 



25. Bogomir Korsov, a.k.a. Gottfried Göring (Saint Petersburg, 1845 - Tbilisi, 1920) 
Rare cabine-card photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed and dated 29 Juin 1895 
of  the Russian bass singer, renown Tchaikovsky works performer. Photograph by the photograph Ivan 
Diagovchenko [Дьяговченко] in Moscow.                    € 220 

 



26. Josephine Lecouvey (1872 - d. ) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait, dated 1890 of  the French opera dancer at the age of  18. 
Photograph by Otto van Bosch in Paris.                                                   € 60 

 



27. Louise Mante (1875-1943) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait (1893) of  the French dancer at the Paris Opéra at the age of  18, portrayed 
many times by the painter Edgar Degas. Photograph by Léon Pillaut/Benque & Co in Paris.                       € 120 

 



28. Louise Massart (Paris 1827 - Paris 1887) 
Cabinet card oval photographic signed portrait of  the Belgian pianist, wife to the violinist Joseph 
Massart (1811-1892). Photograph by “F[erdinand] Mulnier” in Paris.                                            € 150 
 



29. Jules Massenet (Montaud, 1842 - Paris, 1912) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the French composer. Photograph by the Atelier Nadar in Paris. € 180 
 



30. Gabriella Moisset (Paris,1849 - d. 1900)  
Cabinet-card photographic portrait of  the French singer, who made her debut at the Opéra Comique 
in 1868. Photograph by “Walery” in Paris. On the verso are noted operas performed by the singer. On 
passepartout.                           € 80 

 



31. Marie Montchanin  
Cabinet card photographic portrait  (1878) of  the French soprano and dancer, debutant at the Opéra in 
1875. Montchanin was the lover of  the French officer Ferdinand Esterhazy (1847-1923). Photograph 
by Ferdinand Mulnier in Paris. Cracked at the left margin. To be restored.                                       € 120  

 



32. Aimée-Marie Moormans 
Cabinet card photographic portrait (1891) of  the French dancer at the Opéra. Photograph by “V.D. 
Editeur” in Paris. Folding wrinkles at the center.                                                    € 80  

 



33. Walter Niemann (Hamburg, 1876 - Leipzig, 1953) 
Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated 1 Dez 1927 of  the German composer 
and music critic. (12,5 x 16,5 cm).                                                 € 100 

 



34. Arthur Nikisch (Gyor-Moson-Sopron, 1855 - Leipzig, 1922) 
Oval photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated Wien 24. VI. 21 of  the 
Hungarian conductor. Nikisch writes a dedication to the German bass-baritone Michael Bohnen 
(1887-1965), remembering his performance as Hans Sachs in Wagner’s “Die Meistersinger von 
Nürnberg”. (16 x 24 cm).                                                                            € 280 
 



35. Vera Nimidoff  (Odessa, 1879 -  1963) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait (1900) of  the Russian mezzo-soprano, debutant at the Opéra in 
1900 in Romeo and Juliet. Photograph by Léopold-Émile Reutlinger in Paris.                                 € 120  

 



36. Ignacy Paderewski (Kurylivka, 1860 - New York, 1941) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the Polish pianist, composer and politician. Photograph by 
“Elliot & Fry” in London.                                                   € 140 

 



37. Ignacy Paderewski (Kurylivka, 1860 - New York, 1941) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the Polish pianist, composer and politician. Photograph by 
“Jadwiga Golcz” in Warsaw.                                                    € 140 

 



38. Alexander Petschnikoff  (Jelez, 1873 - Buenos Aires, 1949) 
Photographic portrait of  the Russian violinist and composer depicted at a young age. (15 x 20,5 cm). € 70 

 



39. Raoul Pugno (Montrouge, 1852 - Moscow, 1914) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated Xbre 1895 of  the 
French pianist. Photograph by the Atelier Nadar in Paris.                                  € 320 

 



40. [Max Reger] (Brand, 1873 - Leipzig, 1916) 
Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed (on the verso), dated 24 Mai 1949 of  the 
German pianist, composer and conductor. The dedication is written by Elsa Reger (1870-1951), the 
composer’s wife after the death of  the composer.. (8,5 x 12,5 cm).                                               € 140 
 



41. Emil von Reznicek (Vienna, 1860 - Berlin, 1945) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the Austrian composer. Photograph by “Atelier Victoria” in 
Berlin.                                                        € 80 
 



42. Xaver Scharwenka (Samter, 1850 - Berlin, 1924) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the German pianist. Photograph by the renown photographer 
“Karl Lützel” in Munich.   Mounted on cardboard.                                                                      € 80 

 



43. Albert von Schlippenbach (Prenzlau, 1800 - Arendsee, 1886)  
Cabinet card photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed and dated 1884 of  the 
German count von Schlippenbach, poet, author of  the very popular German folksong: “Ein Heller un 
ein Batzen”. Photograph by "Hanns Hanfstaengl/Berlin”.                                              € 150 

 



44. Richard Strauss (Munich, 1864 - Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 1949) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait [1908 ca.] of  the German composer and conductor. Photograph by 
“Gebrüder Lützel” in Munich. Mounted on cardboard.                                            € 170 
 



45. Julia Subria (Paris, 1866 - Reuil, 1908) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait (1890) of  the French dancer at the Paris Opéra. Photograph by 
Philippe Charlot in Paris.                                                            € 80  

 



46. Edgar Tinel (Sint-Niklaas 1854 - Brussels 1912) 
Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated Déc 1902 of  the Flemish composer. 
Photograph by “Varischi, Artico & C./Milano” (23 x 33,5 cm).      € 150 
 



47. Hans von Bülow (Dresden, 1830 - Cairo, 1894) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait with autograph signature “Hans de Bulow” (on the verso) of  
the German pianist, composer and conductor. Photograph by the renown photographer “[Luigi] 
Montabone” in Florence.                                                          € 320 

 



48. Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari (Venice, 1876 - ib., 1948) 
Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed, dated 1941 of  the Italian pianist and 
composer. On the verso: signed autograph text addressed to the writer Anneliese Pokrandt. 
Photograph by “Spinazzi/Venezia”.                                                       € 180 



49. Heinrich Zöllner (Leipzig, 1854 - Freiburg im Breisgau, 1941) 
Cabinet card photographic portrait of  the German composer and conductor. Photograph by “Georg 
Brokesch [1849-1896]” in Leipzig.                                                         € 150 



Privacy

L’ Autographe SA has created this privacy statement to assert his firm 

commitment to privacy:

Based on Article 13 of  the Swiss Federal Constitution, the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) (EU) 2016/679, and the data protection laws of  the 

Federation (Data Protection Act, DSG), everyone has the right to privacy and to pro-

tection from misuse of  their personal data. 

In cooperation with our hosting provider, we strive to protect the 

database as well as possible against unauthorized access, loss, misuse or 

falsification.

When you access our websites following data in log files are stored: IP-address, date, 

time, browser request and general information transmitted to the 

operating system, respectively. This usage data form the basis for statistical, anony-

mous evaluations, so that trends can be 

identified, by which we can improve our offerings accordingly.

The personal informations you exchanged with us will not be shared, sold or disclo-

sed to third parties in any form, for any purpose, at any time. All contacts and sales 

informations, including the informations about services you purchased from us, will 

remain confidential.

L’autographe SA, Librairie Ancienne
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